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Dear Client,
It is our goal to make sure you have an enjoyable experience working with Lakeside Cabinets. We offer
many different services and one of these services includes custom installation of your new cabinetry.
Depending on your needs, we can assist with the cabinetry install as much, or as little, as you request.
When installing cabinets there are different expectations as to what is, and what isn’t, included. This
guide will help outline what is covered under our standard installation package and what would be
considered an additional service(s).
All cabinets will be installed and affixed per the plan to walls and/or floor, and exposed ends will be
scribed within 1/16”, provided walls are within tolerance. If crown molding is selected for the top of the
cabinets, this will also be installed. The molding will be installed level with the cabinet doors to keep a
clean, straight line look. Keep in mind that if cabinets and crown molding are built to meet the ceiling,
there can be areas where the space between the cabinet/crown molding and ceiling is not the same
distance all around. We can assist in getting gaps, if any, fixed/filled for you but that would be
considered an additional service.
Base cabinets will be set on the floor. If they need to be lifted for new flooring or the flooring needs to
be removed, we can make accommodations as long as we know before the project begins. If there is
existing base molding, we will remove and re-install to proper length. This is included in our standard
install package. Anytime trim, such as base molding, is removed or altered from its original installation
state, there are inherent risks involved. If finishing touch ups or caulking is needed, we can assist with
that as well but will be considered an additional service.
All plumbing and electrical services should be done prior to the day of install. If additional cutting or
inserts are needed in the cabinetry, we are able to offer solutions for you. We just need to be made
aware of them in the planning of the project.
If hardware is selected from us, we will install all hardware and shelves.
In the final steps of your install, we will clean up all tools and any large debris from the cabinet install. If
crown molding was installed, there may be small nail holes where it was attached to the cabinets and as
part of the standard installation package, these holes will be filled with matching wood filler and/or wood
putty. Please note that these spots will not be 100% invisible to the naked eye. This is a normal part of
the tradeoff between pre-finished and on-site finished woodwork. If during the install or delivery
something gets dinged or scratched, we will send our finisher out for touchups of the cabinets.
We do offer full inside/outside cleaning as an additional service after the install as long as it is scheduled
before the date of install.
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